
Clay and Sculpture (age 4 and up)
Get your hands dirty with some experiential experimentation! Children will use clay, wire, paper mache, and more to create 

innovative, unique sculptures. Under the guidance of their expert instructors they’ll learn about different materials and express 
their creative ideas in new ways. Each child will go home with a personal masterpiece.

Sensory Art (age 18-36 months)
Sensory art is about more than just touch and sight; this Honest Art class will stimulate your child’s senses and enhance the 
way they experience the world. Instructors will craft lessons that develop your child’s senses of smell and taste, as well as their 
vestibular and proprioceptive capabilities—their sense of movement in space and sense of self. This hands-on class shouldn’t 
be missed!

Creative Painting  (age 4 and up) 
Participants in this class will master foundational painting techniques, but that’s not all! Children will also be encouraged to 

express their creative selves within these skills. Instructors artfully maintain a balance between teaching the ways of the 
paintbrush and nurturing a child’s creative spirit, creating a harmony unique to the Honest Art experience.

Drawing, Cartoon Illustration, & Manga (age 4 and up) 
This introductory course is a must for your budding animator. Whether your child doodles in the margins of their notebook or 
loves the distinct, influential Japanese drawing styles that have taken the globe by storm, this is the class for them. Learn the 

magic of manga and the art of anime so you can create your own characters!

Mixed Media, Crafting, and Collage (age 4 and up)
Welcome to an unparalleled exploration of diverse materials. Children will engage with acrylic and watercolor paints, as well as 
oil and chalk pastels, fabric, colored pencils, and even wood. By delving into diverse textures, participants will be able to create 
pieces singular to themselves. Honest Art’s skilled instructors will guide children in the art of artistic collaboration, working 
together on collages, drawings, and more.

Slime Art (age 4 and up)
Slime encourages wonder and joy, offering an artistic way to evoke your child's senses while having fun. Children will have the 
chance to engage in a new sensory experience and learn about unusual textures. The variety of slime textures, colors and 
consistencies encountered evoke joy, excitement, and creativity in kids of all ages.

Abstract in Acrylics (age 4 and up) 
This class will introduce students to the magic of abstract painting. Children will use the many-textured marvel that is acrylic 
paint to create (and take home!) emotional masterpieces that express their creative minds in their most genuine form. 
Instructors are experts at teaching the delicate art of building layers, among other painting techniques, all of which can be 
applied in multiple styles of painting.

Introduction to Fashion Design (age 4 and up)
If your child loves fashion, don’t miss this class! Learn key drawing techniques to fully realize your own sense of style. Using 

paper, colored pencils, and fabrics, participants will explore the traditional and the edgy, pushing their boundaries to explore 
the many aesthetics in the fashion world. This class was created by international designer, Liza Cruz, bringing global design 

expertise to the classroom.
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SCHEDULE

Monday

Advanced Adult Art

-

Clay & Sculpture

Creative Painting

Mixed Media

Drawing

12:30 - 2:00 

1:15 - 2:30

2:15 - 3:30

3:00 - 4:15

3:45 - 5:00

4:30 - 5:45

Tuesday

-

Sensory Art**

Creative Painting

Slime Art

Drawing

Mixed Media

Saturday

Drawing

Creative Painting

Fashion Design

Abstract Art

Slime Art

Family Night*

Sunday

Abstract

Creative Painting

Mixed Media

Slime Art

Drawing

-

- Paint n' Sip

Wednesday

-

Clay & Sculpture

Drawing

Mixed Media

Creative Painting

Abstract Art

Thursday

-

Creative Painting

Mixed Media

Drawing

Abstract Art

Clay & Sculpture

Friday

-

Drawing

Abstract Art

Mixed Media

Slime Art

Creative Painting

Weekday 
Afternoons

10:30 - 11:45 am

12:00 - 1:15 pm

1:30 - 2:45pm

3:00 - 4:15 pm

4:30 - 5:45 pm

6:00 - 7:30 pm

7:00 - 8:30 pm

Weekends

*Every other Saturday night
**Sensory Art classes are one hour long and will end at 215pm

Memberships & Perks
Honest Art Members enjoy:
• 10% off birthday parties
• 10% off all camps
• 20% off Honest Art products
• Free after-school programs*
• FREE custom brush set or smock*

*Unlimited Member benefit only

Drop-In for a Class
($60)

Want to try out a class before you commit? No 
problem! Just sign up for a drop-in. Plus, first time 

students save 50% with code NEWARTIST2022. 

Unlimited Monthly Membership
($299)

Take as many classes as you want with this 
unlimited membership! This plan gives you total 
freedom to book as many classes as you’d like! 

Most unlimited members drop off their kids for two, 
or even three, back to back classes! An unlimited 

membership must be applied to a single individual, 
and is not transferable. This plan auto-renews on a 

monthly basis.

Enjoy a Four Pack of Classes
($199)

Sign your child up for four monthly classes with this 
plan. This membership option allows your child to 

attend any four classes during a given month, 
which means they can either try out various classes 

till they find what they like and/or focus on a 
specific skill. This package is valid for 30 

auto-renews on a monthly basis. A four-pack 
membership is assigned to a single individual and is 

not transferable. 

From sculpture to cartoon illustration, your budding artist will 
have a blast learning real skills from our expert instructors. 

Honest Art Is Your Home 
for Creative Learning
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